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Genotype-phenotype (GP) maps describe the relationship between biological sequences and
structural or functional outcomes. They can be represented as networks in which genotypes are the
nodes, and one-point mutations between them are the edges. The genotypes that map to the same
phenotype form subnetworks consisting of one or multiple disjoint connected components – so-called
neutral components (NCs). For the GP map of RNA secondary structure, the NCs have been found
to exhibit distinctive network features that can affect the dynamical processes taking place on them.
Here, we focus on the community structure of RNA secondary structure NCs. Building on previous
findings, we introduce a method to reveal the hierarchical community structure solely from the
sequence constraints and composition of the genotypes that form a given NC. Thereby, we obtain
modularity values similar to common community detection algorithms, which are much more complex.
From this knowledge, we endorse a sampling method that allows a fast exploration of the different
communities of a given NC. Further, we introduce a way to estimate the community structure from
genotype samples, which is useful when an exhaustive analysis of the NC is not feasible, as it is the
case for longer sequence lengths.
I. INTRODUCTION
The mapping between genotypes and phenotypes can
be understood as a network, and can therefore be analysed
using the tools of network science. The fundamental idea
[1–3] is to consider the space of all genotype sequences –
for example all RNA, DNA, or amino acid sequences of a
given fixed length – as a network, in which each sequence
is represented by a node and each one-point mutation
between two genotypes as an edge. Genotypes that map to
the same phenotype have been shown to be correlated [4]
and to form subnetworks. These subnetworks – commonly
referred to as neutral sets or neutral networks – are either
fully connected or consist of multiple disjoint components
– commonly referred to as neutral components (NCs). One-
point mutations between genotypes in a NC do not change
the phenotype (and therefore the fitness) and are labelled
as neutral. By contrast, mutations between genotypes of
disjoint NCs of the same phenotype can involve genotypes
with phenotypes of lower fitness, meaning unfavourable
steps from an evolutionary perspective. Thus, in this
article, we will focus on NCs – the most essential neutral
units for evolving populations on the genotype space.
One of the most extensively studied genotype-
phenotype (GP) maps is the mapping between RNA
sequences (genotypes) and their secondary structure (phe-
notypes) [4–13]. The secondary structure is an abstraction
of the full three-dimensional spatial structure and only
considers the base pair configuration – often shown using
the ‘dot-bracket notation’. If we compare the set of geno-
types that belong to a given NC, the unpaired sequence
sites tend to be the most unconstrained, meaning that
they allow a significant number of neutral mutations so
that a range of different letters (nucleotides) can be found
at each of these sites. By contrast, the paired sites are
mostly constrained and only allow a limited number of
neutral mutations so that only a limited range of different
letters is found at each of these sites.
Aguirre et al. [9] were the first to thoroughly analyse
the topological properties of the NCs of the RNA sec-
ondary structure GP map of sequence length L = 12.
Among other unique properties, they showed that the NC
networks are assortative and exhibit a community struc-
ture. For an example NC, they studied the community
structure by comparing the degree of the nodes to their
eigenvector centrality. In this context, they discovered
that these communities can be characterised by the letter
combinations at the base pairs in the stacks of the re-
spective phenotype [9]. Capitán et al. [14] continued this
research and further studied the community structure of
RNA secondary structure NCs. Using another example
NC, they identified ‘dynamical communities’ and a hi-
erarchical community structure by running population
dynamics on the NC. In particular they studied the equi-
librium distribution – related to the eigenvectors of the
adjacency matrix also considered in [9] – as well as the
time to equilibrium distribution. Their findings confirmed
that the identified communities can be characterised by
letter combinations at certain sequence sites, in this case
at two unpaired sites, since the paired sites are fully
constrained for the considered example NC. A further
study of the topological properties of NCs can be found
in the PhD thesis by Greenbury [15]. Studying the GP
maps of RNA secondary structure and of the so-called
Polyomino model [12, 16], this work also draws links be-
tween the community structure of a NC and the sequence
constraints and composition of the genotype sequences
that form this NC. Building on empirical data, in [17],
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Aguilar-Rodŕıguez et al. study the architecture – including
the community structure – of genotype networks in the
GP map of transcription factor binding sites. Studies on
the impact of topological properties of NCs on population
dynamics range from initial work by van Nimwegen et al.
[18] to more recent studies by Manrubia and co-workers
[19, 20].
In this article, we present a method that reveals the
hierarchical community structure of a NC solely from the
sequence constraints and composition of its genotypes,
without the necessity of running complex community
detection algorithms. In the first instance, this approach
is designed to reveal the community structure of NCs that
are fully mapped, meaning that we know all its constituent
sequences. However, we also introduce a way to estimate
the community structure from genotype samples of the full
NC. Here, we only consider the RNA secondary structure
GP map, but our framework could potentially be adapted
to many other GP maps.
As the main model system, we use the RNA secondary
structure GP map of sequence length L = 12, for which
the NCs have a size that allows meaningful plots of the
NC networks as well as a network analysis in a reasonable
computational time. To predict the secondary structure of
a given RNA sequence, we use the Python implementation
of the so-called ViennaRNA package [21–23] (version 2.4.9,
default parameters) with its function RNA.fold. There are
431 NCs (ignoring the undefined phenotype, or unbound
structure), which we rank with respect to their size, with
the largest receiving rank 1. For the network analysis, we
mainly use the Python package NetworkX (version 2.1).
The article is structured as follows. We start by ex-
plaining our method to reveal the hierarchical community
structure of a NC and apply it to the NCs of the L = 12
RNA secondary structure GP map. This is followed by
the endorsement of a sampling method that allows a fast
exploration of the different NC communities. Finally,
using this method, we introduce a way to estimate the
community structure from samples of genotypes. We
apply it to two NCs comprised of naturally occurring
functional non-coding RNA sequences of longer lengths.
II. SEQUENCE-BASED COMMUNITIES
We begin by introducing our method to reveal the
hierarchical communities of the NCs that can be applied
whenever the NC of interest is fully known.
A. Method
The starting point is the number of neutral mutations
per sequence site averaged over the NC – a measure
of the average constraint of sequence sites across the
genotypes of the NC. For an individual genotype, the
number of neutral mutations for a particular site measures
how many different letters the current letter at this site
can be mutated to without changing the phenotype. For
RNA with its four letter alphabet, it ranges from 0 (fully
constrained) to 3 (fully unconstrained).
In order to reveal the communities, we consider all
sites, starting with the most constrained (smallest aver-
age number of neutral mutations) and moving to the least
constrained (largest average number of neutral mutations).
We exclude fully constrained sites (zero average number
of neutral mutations) as all genotypes of the NC have the
same letters at these sites. We begin with an empty list of
constrained positions and add to this list the position of
the most constrained site with non-zero average number
of neutral mutations. Next, we go through the genotypes
of the NC and associate them to communities according
to the letters that they have at these positions. In other
words, the different communities are defined by differ-
ent letter combinations at the constrained positions and
genotypes belong to the same community if they have the
same letters at these positions. Once all genotypes of the
NC have been considered, we add the position of the next
most constrained site to our list of constrained positions
and repeat the procedure and so on until we have added
the positions of all sites. Whenever multiple sites have
exactly the same average number of neutral mutations, we
add their positions in the same step. Figure 1 illustrates
the procedure.
This association of communities with letter combina-
tions at constrained positions is similar to how Manrubia
and co-workers characterise the communities for two indi-
vidual RNA secondary structure NCs in [9] (letter combi-
nations at paired sites) and [14] (letter combinations at
constrained unpaired sites while the paired sites are fully
constrained). Our method unifies these ideas, as well as
the idea by Greenbury [15] to relate sequence constraints
and composition to the community division of a NC, by
providing a simple algorithm that can be applied to any
fully known NC.
For every step in our method, we calculate the modular-
ity of the discovered community structure. The concept
of modularity in this context was introduced by Newman
and Girvan [24, 25] and measures whether the sets of
nodes in a given partition are more densely connected
inside each set than one would expect by chance. The








where the sum runs over all communities. eii measures
the fraction of all ends of edges that are attached with
both ends to nodes in community i and ai measures the
fraction of all ends of edges that are attached to nodes
in community i [24, 25]. The contribution of a given
community i to the modularity is therefore positive if
eii is greater than the null expectation a
2
i . The higher
the modularity (which ranges from −1 to 1), the more
meaningful a community division.
With each step in our procedure, a finer-grained com-
munity structure is revealed. At a fully constrained site,
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there can only be one letter. For RNA, if a site with non-
zero average number of neutral mutations is unpaired, in
principle, there can be four different letters, if it is paired,
two different letters, and for two sites corresponding to a
same base pair, three different letter combinations. This
sets an upper limit for the number of communities that
are possible in principle. Therefore, it is to be expected
that the modularity initially will increase when adding
more sites to the list of constrained positions, will reach a
maximum that corresponds to the most meaningful com-
munity structure, and then will decrease as the community
structures become too fine-grained.
The association of communities with letter combina-
tions at constrained positions also allows a coarse-grained
network representation of the full NC topology. We simply
associate a given letter combination with a coarse-grained
node and connect two coarse-grained nodes whenever the
associated letter combinations differ by only one letter.
We choose the relative size of a coarse-grained node ac-
cording to the number of genotypes within the respective
community. There are a few caveats: Firstly, nodes in the
original NC network with the same letter combinations at
the constrained positions and therefore within the same
community might not be fully connected, which is not
reflected by representing all of them by one coarse-grained
node. Secondly, there might not be any connection be-
tween nodes in the original NC network corresponding to
two different coarse-grained nodes, even if the associated
letter combinations at the constrained positions differ by
only one letter. If necessary, this issue could be resolved
by referring to the edges in the original NC network.
B. Examples
In the following, with Figure 1, we explain the method
using four example NCs from the L = 12 GP map that
highlight different cases in a particularly clear way. For
all examples, we show the average number of neutral
mutations per site as well as for several steps of the
method, the NC network with coloured communities, its
modularity, its coarse-grained representation, and in some
cases the associated letter combinations at the constrained
positions. Both the full and the coarse-grained networks
are plotted using a force-directed graph layout algorithm.
The first example in Figure 1 (A) is the NC of rank 32
with a phenotype that has three base pairs. The force-
directed layout shows a clear community structure and
suggests the presence of seven distinct communities. The
two sites corresponding to the outermost base pair are
the most constrained. In addition, they have the same
constraint. Therefore, both positions are considered in
the first step. At these two positions, we find three dif-
ferent letter combinations: The two Watson-Crick base
pairs CG and UA and a wobble base pair UG connecting
both. This means that we reveal three communities at
this step. In the second step, we add the positions of the
two sites corresponding to the innermost base pair, which
again have the same constraint. At these four positions,
we find five letter combinations, i.e. five communities.
After the fourth step, the positions of all paired sites are
added and we reveal seven communities exactly match-
ing those that the force-directed layout suggests. The
central community corresponds to three CG or GC base
pairs, the most stable base pairs. The three communities
adjacent to it correspond to letter combinations where
one of those base pairs is exchanged for a UG or GU
wobble base pair. Adjacent to each of these three commu-
nities, respectively, there is a community corresponding
to a letter combination where the wobble base pair is
exchanged for a UA or AU base pair. In the fifth step, the
position of an unpaired site is added, which corresponds
to a significant decrease in the constraint (increase in
the average number of neutral mutations). We find that
each of the communities from the previous step splits into
three or four subcommunities – a new hierarchy layer. We
stop at this step as further steps would simply lead to
even more fine-grained and less meaningful community
structures. This example shows how hierarchy layers are
related to the site constraints. Sites that have a roughly
similar constraint create a particular layer in a hierarchy.
Adding the position of one of these sites progressively
builds up such a layer, as we see here until step four.
A significant decrease in the constraint of an added site
reflects a change of the hierarchical layer, as we see here
for step five. As already suggested by the force-directed
layout, the maximum modularity is reached for step four,
though it only slightly decreases for step three and five,
but then further beyond that.
The second example in Figure 1 (B) is the NC of rank
36, which corresponds to a two base pair phenotype. All
paired sites are fully constrained and all genotypes have
the same letters at these positions. In the first two steps,
we add the positions of two unpaired sites that are roughly
similarly constrained. We find ten different letter combina-
tions, and the communities match with the force-directed
layout. The communities are less pronounced in the lay-
out, probably because the unpaired sites considered here
are less constrained than the paired sites considered in the
previous example. In the third step, the position of a sig-
nificantly less constrained site is added. This leads to an
observable change of the hierarchy layer as explained. The
maximum modularity is found for step two and slightly
decreases for step three, but does so more significantly
for further steps. This NC and the community structure
for step two resemble the example discussed in [14].
The third example in Figure 1 (C) nicely displays two
observable changes of the hierarchy layer. It is the NC
of rank 41 with a phenotype that has three base pairs.
In contrast to the first example, two of the unpaired
sites are significantly more constrained than the other
ones, meaning three clusters of sites: Six roughly simi-
larly constrained paired sites, two roughly similarly half-
constrained unpaired sites and four roughly similarly un-
constrained unpaired sites. As explained, an observable
change of the hierarchy layer occurs for step five and seven,
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FIG. 1. Depiction of the sequence-based communities method applied to four example NCs of the L = 12 RNA secondary
structure GP map: (A) NC of rank 32 (size: 19488, secondary structure: ‘(((....)))..’), (B) 36 (size: 18468, ‘.((....))...’), (C)
41 (size: 16815, ‘.(((...)))..’) and (D) 94 (size: 7341, ‘((((....))))’). In each of the four cases, at the top, the average number
of neutral mutations per site averaged over all genotypes of the NC is displayed. The crosses indicate fully constrained sites
(zero average number of neutral mutations). The shaded grey areas highlight paired sites. The numbers indicate the ordering
of the sites according to their constraint (average number of neutral mutations), with the site having the smallest non-zero
average number of neutral mutations receiving number 1 and so on. If sites have exactly the same constraint, they receive the
same number. In each case, underneath the top figure, for a range of steps, the full NC network with coloured communities, its
modularity Q and its coarse-grained network representation are shown, respectively, according to associating the communities
with letter combinations at the positions of the sites with a number up to and including the respective step number. Both the
full and coarse-grained networks are plotted using a force-directed graph layout algorithm. In addition, if the coarse-grained
networks are not too large, the associated letter combinations are shown. The red step numbers and modularity values indicate
the respective step that leads to the community structure with maximum modularity. The examples demonstrate that the
community structure of a NC can be revealed by considering the sites in order of their decreasing constraint levels. Larger
decreases in the constraint are associated with a change of the hierarchy layer.
i.e. whenever the position of a site from a new cluster
is added, or in other words, when there is a significant
change in the average number of neutral mutations. For
step four, we discover seven communities like those in
step four of the first example. For step six, we find 70
communities, which still largely mirror the organisation
of the nodes in the force-directed layout. The maximum
modularity is found for step five, which is only slightly
larger than the modularity found for step four.
Finally, in the fourth example in Figure 1 (D), the NC of
rank 94 is considered, which corresponds to a phenotype
with four base pairs. For this example, we only show two
steps as the principles are the same as before. After the
fifth step, the positions of all roughly similarly constrained
paired sites are added and the hierarchy layer is fully
built up and matches the force-directed layout. The step
afterwards leads to a change of the hierarchy layer and
to a less relevant fine-grained community structure. The
maximum modularity is reached for step four, but is only
slightly larger than for step five.
C. Modularity comparison
Next, we benchmark our method in terms of the maxi-
mum modularity values against two common community
detection algorithms in network science. For this, we
consider all of the 200 largest NCs of the L = 12 GP map,
which cover about 95.0% of the genotypes with a defined
phenotype. We use this restriction since these NCs are
reasonably large for a meaningful community analysis,
though the exact threshold of 200 is arbitrary.
In Figure 2, for these NCs, the maximum modularity
values by our method are shown versus the modularity
values provided by the Louvain and spinglass algorithms,
respectively. The Louvain algorithm [26] is a heuristic
community detection algorithm built on an optimisation
of the modularity [26]. The spinglass algorithm [27] uses a
statistical mechanics approach and associates the commu-
nity structure with an energy minimising spin configura-
tion [27]. It is also one of the algorithms considered in [14]
to find the ‘topological communities’ of the considered
example NC. This algorithm is not part of the Python
package NetworkX but the package igraph (also referred
to as python-igraph), which we use in this case (version
0.7.1).
In comparison to the Louvain algorithm, our method
reveals community structures with modularity values that
are roughly equal or larger (for small values). Compared
to the spinglass algorithm, there is a great agreement
in the modularity values. This proves that our simple
method is able to find meaningful community structures
in RNA secondary structure NCs as well as two much
more complex community detection algorithms. It should
be noted that the communities found by the Louvain and
spinglass algorithms do not (exactly) match those found
by our method – an issue that is also discussed in [14].
III. FAST COMMUNITY SAMPLING
Below, we will introduce a method to estimate the
community structure of a NC from samples of genotypes
in cases when the full NC is unknown. A prerequisite
for this is the ability to generate a genotype sample that
spaciously covers the NC. This means that a sampling
method is required that can explore the different commu-
nities in a fast way. Recently, we introduced a method
to estimate the size and robustness of NCs from small
samples [28]. In this context, we developed a sampling
method that we refer to as ‘site scanning sampling’, which
proved to perform significantly better than a simple ran-
dom walk (RW) sampling [28]. Here, building on our
understanding of the community structure, we will dis-
cuss the reasoning behind this method in more detail and
will again benchmark it against RW sampling.
A. Methods
As described in [28], RW sampling starts with a ran-
dom genotype on the NC and tests random one-point
mutations, i.e. we randomly select a site, and randomly
select a letter to which the letter at this site is mutated.
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FIG. 2. Maximum modularity values Qmax by our sequence-based communities method versus the modularity values Q by two
common community detection algorithms: (A) Louvain (QL) and (B) spinglass (QS) algorithm, for the 200 largest NCs of the
L = 12 RNA secondary structure GP map. The coloured dots indicate the number of base pairs in the phenotypes corresponding
to the NCs. Our method reveals community structures of similar or larger modularity than the Louvain algorithm, and of
similar modularity to the spinglass algorithm.
If the mutation is neutral, the mutated genotype is added
to the sample and serves as the new starting point, oth-
erwise a new random one-point mutation is tested. We
repeat this procedure until a sample of designated size S
is reached. Since random mutations of less constrained
sites are more likely to be neutral than random mutations
of more constrained sites, we know from our knowledge of
the NC community structure that RW sampling favours a
walk within communities, rather than between them. Al-
ready by definition, RWs on networks are biased towards
higher degree nodes [29]. RWs and population dynamics
resembling a RW on NCs of the RNA secondary structure
GP map have been studied before. Thereby, a concentra-
tion ‘at highly connected parts of the network’ [18] and a
‘phenotypic entrapment’ [19] have been observed.
In order to facilitate a walk that proceeds between
communities, mutations of constrained sites need to be
enforced. We achieve this with site scanning sampling,
which works as described in [28]. Again, we start with a
random genotype on the NC and periodically ‘scan’ the
sequence sites from left to right. We begin with the first
site and randomly mutate the letter at this site. If the
mutation is neutral, the mutated genotype is added to
the sample and we proceed with this new genotype and
its second site. If it is not neutral, we randomly test –
until we are successful – all remaining mutations of the
letter at this site. If there is no success at all, the process
is repeated with the initial genotype and its second site,
and so on. As before, we repeat this procedure until a
sample of designated size S is reached. This algorithm
forces mutations of constrained sites whenever possible,
but also constantly mutates the unconstrained sites in
order to allow potential new mutations of constrained
sites depending on the changing occupation of all sites.
For the detailed algorithms of both methods, see the
Electronic Supplementary Material in [28]. For each of the
200 largest NCs of the L = 12 GP map, we generate 100
independent samples up to a sample size of S = 1000 with
RW sampling and site scanning sampling, respectively.
B. Results
In Figure 3 (A), we show samples generated by the RW
and site scanning approaches for each of the four example
NCs from Figure 1. These results demonstrate that site
scanning sampling leads to a faster exploration of the NC
communities in comparison to RW sampling, which often
spends longer times inside a single community.
In Figure 3 (B), we plot the average number of accessed
communities as a function of the sample size, for each
of the four NCs. As basis for the number of communi-
ties, respectively, we use the community structure with
maximum modularity obtained by our sequence-based
communities method. The results further underline that
site scanning sampling outperforms RW sampling in terms
of the number of accessed communities for all sample sizes
for the shown four NCs. In Figure 4, we show these results
in terms of the average fraction of accessed communities
but additionally averaged over the 200 largest NCs. This
confirms that the findings hold on average for all NCs.
In all the following sections, we employ site scanning
sampling.
IV. COMMUNITY STRUCTURE ESTIMATION
In a final step, we consider the NCs of longer, nat-
urally occurring functional non-coding RNA sequences.
Such RNA sequences can be found in the functional RNA
database fRNAdb [30, 31] (http://www.ncrna.org/, ac-
cessed on October 3, 2018). Among other information,
the fRNAdb also stores a prediction of the secondary
structure. However, we only take the sequence from the
fRNAdb and use the secondary structure predicted by
the ViennaRNA package since our computational analysis
relies on this package. The secondary structures stored
in the fRNAdb and those predicted by the ViennaRNA
package can differ.
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FIG. 3. (A) Examples of genotype samples of size S = 20, S = 50 and S = 200 generated by random walk (RW) sampling and
site scanning sampling, respectively, for the four example NCs of the L = 12 RNA secondary structure GP map (also shown
in Figure 1): (i) NC of rank 32, (ii) 36, (iii) 41 and (iv) 94. (B) Average number of accessed communities as a function of
the sample size S for both sampling methods, averaged over 100 repetitions of the sampling, respectively. The shaded bands
indicate the standard deviation. As basis for the number of communities, respectively, we use the community structure with
maximum modularity obtained by our sequence-based communities method. In all cases, site scanning sampling leads to a faster
exploration of the NC communities.
An exhaustive analysis of the NC networks of such
sequences is not feasible, and their community structure
has to be estimated. In this section, we introduce a
way to estimate the network of communities, i.e. the
coarse-grained representation, of a NC from a sample of
genotypes.
A. Methods
In order to create an approximate reconstruction of the
network of NC communities from a genotype sample, we
require estimates of three different types of information:
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FIG. 4. Average fraction of accessed communities as a function
of the sample size S for random walk (RW) and site scanning
sampling, averaged over the 200 largest NCs of the L =
12 RNA secondary structure GP map and 100 repetitions,
respectively. The shaded bands indicate the standard deviation
for the averaging over the 200 largest NCs. As basis for the
number of communities, respectively, we use the community
structure with maximum modularity obtained by our sequence-
based communities method. The results support the findings in
Figure 3 (B): Site scanning sampling outperforms RW sampling
in terms of a fast exploration of the NC communities.
Firstly, the list of constrained positions. Secondly, the
realised letter combinations at these positions, which
correspond to the communities. Thirdly, the relative
frequency of the realised letter combinations.
In our original method, we found the optimal list of
constrained positions by determining the average number
of neutral mutations per site, and adding the positions of
the constrained sites in order of their decreasing constraint
to identify the community structure with maximum mod-
ularity. Here, this step-wise procedure is not feasible as
it is not possible to calculate the modularity of certain
community structures because the full NC is not known.
In addition, longer RNA sequences exhibit a broader dis-
tribution of the average number of neutral mutations per
site, which implies the possibility of multiple hierarchy
layers. Thus, as a starting point, we use the paired sites
for the constrained positions (as in [9]). Later, by inspect-
ing the average number of neutral mutations per site and
varying the threshold, we analyse the hierarchy layers.
We determine the average number of neutral mutations
per site as follows. Starting from a fRNAdb sequence,
we generate a sample of size S by using an accelerated
version of the site scanning sampling, which was also in-
troduced in [28]. Whereas site scanning sampling can be
applied to any type of sequence, the accelerated version
is an RNA-specific algorithm that reduces the computa-
tional costs in terms of the number of calls of the function
RNA.fold. When a paired site is mutated, we only check
the mutation for neutrality by calling RNA.fold if the
mutated base pair is still one of the six RNA secondary
structure compatible base pairs: CG, GC, AU, UA, GU
and UG. Otherwise, we directly regard the mutation to
be non-neutral and do not call RNA.fold. For the detailed
algorithm of accelerated site scanning sampling, see the
Electronic Supplementary Material in [28]. Now, from the
sample of size S, the average number of neutral mutations
per site can be calculated by averaging over the sample
genotypes. However, this requires the measurement of
the one-point mutational neighbourhood of each sample
genotype. This can be computationally expensive, in
particular for longer RNA sequences. As suggested and
tested in [28], a workaround is to consider a smaller ran-
dom subsample of size Sr ≤ S from the sample of size S
and to calculate the average number of neutral mutations
per site only from these Sr genotypes. As done in [28],
for the measurement of the one-point mutational neigh-
bourhoods of the Sr subsample genotypes, we also use an
RNA-specific updated version by employing the principle
of only checking one-point mutations of paired sites for
neutrality if the mutated base pair is still compatible.
For the detailed algorithms of random subsampling and
the one-point mutational neighbourhood measurement,
see the Electronic Supplementary Material in [28]. In a
similar way, a restriction to compatible base pairs has
been used in an algorithm by Jörg et al. [32] to estimate
RNA neutral network sizes and robustness.
In order to estimate the set of letter combinations that
can appear at the constrained positions, we record all
letter combinations at the constrained positions across all
available genotypes that we know to be part of the NC.
On the one hand, these are the genotypes from the sample
of size S. On the other hand, we check the neighbouring
neutral genotypes that we find by measuring the one-point
mutational neighbourhoods of the Sr random subsample
genotypes. As we primarily consider the paired sites to be
constrained, the average number of neutral mutations per
site and therefore the one-point mutational neighbourhood
measurement of the Sr random subsample genotypes is not
necessary in the first place. However, as we will see later,
including the neighbouring neutral genotypes of a random
subsample will prove to be valuable in finding realised
letter combinations and so coarse-grained communities.
From the relative frequency of the found letter combina-
tions among the set of checked genotypes, we estimate the
relative size of the associated coarse-grained communities.
Finally, bringing together all this information, we are
able to make an estimate of the coarse-grained network
representation in a similar way as for the short sequence
lengths for which the full NC is known.
B. Results
The first example is an RNA sequence of length L = 20.
It has the entry ID FR422569 in the fRNAdb and is an
RNA found in Drosophila melanogaster. In Figure 5, the
community structure estimation results for its NC are
shown. The figure also displays the predicted secondary
structure in dot-bracket notation. This structure com-
prises six base pairs and slightly differs from the one given
by the fRNAdb, which misses the outermost base pair.
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FIG. 5. (A) Community structure estimation results for the NC comprising the fRNAdb sequence with entry ID FR422569
and length L = 20. For four sample and random subsample size combinations: (i) S = 1000, Sr = 100, (ii) S = 1000, Sr = S,
(iii) S = 10000, Sr = 100 and (iv) S = 10000, Sr = S, the average number of neutral mutations per site averaged over the
random subsample and the estimated coarse-grained network are shown. For the average number of neutral mutations per
site, the shaded grey areas as well as the blue markers highlight the paired sites, i.e. the positions for which the realised letter
combinations are associated with communities. For the coarse-grained network in (A.iv), a force-directed graph layout is used,
the networks in (A.i), (A.ii) and (A.iii) are drawn with respect to this layout. (B) Coarse-grained network from (A.iv) with
coloured communities and (C) further coarse-grained networks according to the letter combinations at positions (i) ‘a’, (ii) ‘a’
and ‘b’, and (iii) ‘a’ and ‘c’ marked in (A.iv), respectively. For the further coarse-grained networks, additionally, the associated
letter combinations are shown. The results highlight that the coarse-grained network itself displays a community structure of
which the most significant division is caused by the pair of most constrained paired sites (sites at positions ‘a’).
In Figure 5 (A), for four sample and random subsam-
ple size combinations, the average number of neutral
mutations per site and the force-directed layout of the
estimated coarse-grained network are shown. While the
average number of neutral mutations per site does not
differ significantly for the four combinations, the coarse-
grained network builds up with increasing sample and
random subsample size. The maximum shown sample size
and random subsample size is S = Sr = 10000 (see Fig-
ure 5 (A.iv)), for which we find a coarse-grained network
with a regular pattern. By using the NC size estimation
formula introduced in [28], we estimate the NC size to
be approximately 4.4 · 106. By comparing it to the num-
ber of distinct genotypes that are checked for their letter
combinations at the paired sites during this sampling
and estimation process, we find that about 4% of the
genotypes of the NC are covered.
The coarse-grained network itself displays a community
structure, which can be explained by the distribution of
the average number of neutral mutations per site. In
Figure 5 (A.iv), the two sites of the second outermost
base pair are the most constrained. In Figure 5 (B.i),
the nodes of the respective coarse-grained network are
coloured based on the letter combinations at these two
positions, and in Figure 5 (C.i), the related further coarse-
grained network is shown. The results demonstrate that
it is this pair of most constrained sites that is causing the
most significant observable division of the coarse-grained
network in the layout. The other paired sites have a
more similar constraint. Within this group of sites, the
two sites of the innermost base pair are the second most
constrained ones. Figures 5 (B.ii) and (C.ii) display the
coloured coarse-grained network and the further coarse-
grained network, with respect to the letter combinations
at the positions of the second outermost and the innermost
base pair. While this additional base pair is definitely
causing a division of the previously found communities
into subcommunities, it is not causing the further division
that is observable in the layout. As demonstrated with
Figures 5 (B.iii) and (C.iii), it is the outermost base pair
that is causing this observable further division. The likely
reason is that the outermost and second outermost base
pairs are adjacent to each other and therefore constrain
the realisable letter combinations due to stability reasons,
such as the avoidance of adjacent wobble base pairs.
The second example is an RNA sequence of length L =
45. It has the entry ID FR039335 and is a hammerhead
ribozyme (type I) found in Schistosoma mansoni. In
Figure 6, the community structure estimation results for
its NC are shown. The predicted secondary structure
differs from the one given by the fRNAdb. It has nine
base pairs in two separate stem-loops, which is not the
structure associated with a hammerhead ribozyme (type
I). However, we will nevertheless use this example to
illustrate how a coarse-grained network representation
can be derived for a sequence of this length. It should
also be noted that the secondary structure given by the
fRNAdb would not be obtainable as a prediction from the
ViennaRNA package. One of the stem-loops comprises no
real loop, i.e. the base pair at the end of the stem spans
no unpaired site, while ViennaRNA returns base pairs
that always span at least three unpaired sites [23].
In Figure 6 (A), again, for four sample and random sub-
sample size combinations, the average number of neutral
mutations per site and the force-directed layout of the
estimated coarse-grained network are shown. As before,
the average number of neutral mutations per site does not
change significantly between the combinations, though the
coarse-grained network builds up with increasing sample
and random subsample size.
The coarse-grained network again reveals a community
structure that can be explained with the average number
of neutral mutations per site. The sites corresponding
to the left stack of three base pairs are more constrained
than those of the right base pair stack. In Figures 6 (B)
and (C), the coarse-grained network with coloured nodes
according to the letter combinations at these positions and
the related further coarse-grained network are shown for
S = Sr = 10000 and S = Sr = 100000, respectively. The
colouring matches the graph layouts of the coarse-grained
networks underlining that the stack of more constrained
base pairs is causing the observable community division.
For these three base pairs, for S = Sr = 10000, we find
ten letter combinations and so communities, while for
S = Sr = 100000, we find four more letter combinations
leading to a loop in the further coarse-grained network.
This highlights that for this NC and likely for longer RNA
sequences in general, more letter combinations can be
found for a three base pair stack compared to the first
and third example NC from Figure 1 for L = 12.
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FIG. 6. (A) Community structure estimation results for the NC comprising the fRNAdb sequence with entry ID FR039335 and
length L = 45. For four sample and random subsample size combinations: (i) S = 10000, Sr = 100, (ii) S = 10000, Sr = S, (iii)
S = 100000, Sr = 100 and (iv) S = 100000, Sr = S, the average number of neutral mutations per site averaged over the random
subsample and the estimated coarse-grained network are shown. For the average number of neutral mutations per site, the
shaded grey areas as well as the blue markers highlight the paired sites, meaning the positions for which the realised letter
combinations are associated with communities. For the coarse-grained network in (A.iv), a force-directed graph layout is used,
the networks in (A.i), (A.ii) and (A.iii) are drawn with respect to this layout. (B) Coarse-grained networks ((i) for S = 10000,
Sr = S from (A.ii) and (ii) for S = 100000, Sr = S from (A.iv)) with coloured communities and (C) further coarse-grained
networks according to the letter combinations at the positions marked by ‘α’ in (A.ii) and (A.iv). For the further coarse-grained
networks, additionally, the associated letter combinations are shown. The results highlight that the most significant division of
the coarse-grained network is caused by the more constrained paired sites in the left base pair stack of the secondary structure.
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FIG. 7. Number of found coarse-grained communities of the NC comprising the fRNAdb sequence with entry ID FR039335 and
length L = 45 (also considered in Figure 6) as a function of the sample size S for three random subsample sizes of Sr = 100,
Sr = 1000 and Sr = S, respectively. (A) Hierarchy layer for considering all paired sites of the respective secondary structure
and (B) hierarchy layer for only considering the more constrained left base pair (bp) stack sites. While there is no saturation for
the former hierarchy layer, the number of found communities saturates for the latter hierarchy layer.
For S = Sr = 100000, only about 2.2 · 10−9% of the
NC genotypes are covered (estimated NC size is approxi-
mately 2.4 ·1017 using [28]) in the respective sampling and
estimation process. It raises the question if all realised
letter combinations and coarse-grained communities are
found. In Figure 7, we plot the number of found commu-
nities as a function of the sample size for multiple random
subsample sizes, respectively. In Figure 7 (A), the hier-
archy layer for considering all paired sites is examined.
In this case, no saturation is observable over the consid-
ered range of sample sizes. Furthermore, using the full
sample as the random subsample (Sr = S) leads to signif-
icantly more discovered communities compared to using
the fixed smaller random subsample sizes of Sr = 100
and Sr = 1000. In Figure 7 (B), the hierarchy layer for
only considering the left base pair stack sites is examined.
In this case, a saturation sets in with increasing sample
size and there are less differences between the random
subsample sizes. For all random subsample sizes, we find
the 14 communities of this hierarchy layer for a sample
size of S = 50000.
A potential workaround to find realised letter combi-
nations faster could be as follows. Once an estimation
with a given sample and random subsample size is com-
pleted, one could look at ‘open ends’ of the coarse-grained
network, meaning coarse-grained nodes that are only con-
nected to one other node (for example see Figure 6 (C.i)).
By selecting a sequence from such a coarse-grained node,
one could start a more specialised site scanning sampling
process that still forces mutations of sites if possible but
that does not allow mutations that would return to an
existing coarse-grained node. This could lead to a faster
discovery of unknown letter combinations and therefore
of unknown coarse-grained nodes.
To summarise, the two examples show that for longer
RNA sequences, the consideration of the positions of the
paired sites can already lead to coarse-grained network
representations that themselves show a community struc-
ture if there are differences in the site constraints of the
paired sites. In this case, similar as seen for the ini-
tial sequence-based communities method, the community
structure of the coarse-grained network is caused by the
most constrained sites but now within all paired sites. It
is probable that the longer the RNA sequence, the smaller
the differences in the constraint of sites that can cause
observable community divisions in the NC network.
We chose the two examples as the NCs display a par-
ticularly clear coarse-grained network representation with
a further observable community division. We have also
tested other fRNAdb sequences of similar lengths. For
these sequences, either the paired sites were more similarly
constrained (e.g. one continuous base pair stack), such
that the respective coarse-grained network representation
did not show a further observable community division,
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caused by different site constraints along the paired sites;
or the number of base pairs were larger, making the con-
struction of the coarse-grained network computationally
more expensive if all paired sites are included.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Building on previous work by Manrubia and co-workers
[9, 14], as well as by Greenbury [15], we introduced a
method to reveal the hierarchical community structure of
a NC, in the GP map of RNA secondary structure, solely
from the sequence constraints and composition of the
genotypes forming the NC. We identified the distribution
of the average number of neutral mutations per site as
the crucial starting point to identify different levels of
constraint along the sequence positions. Using this knowl-
edge, we showed that the hierarchical community layers
can be revealed by proceeding through the positions in
the order of their decreasing constraint and recording the
realised letter combinations at these positions across the
NC genotypes.
For the NCs of the L = 12 RNA secondary structure GP
map, which are exhaustively known, we were able to find
the most meaningful community structure in terms of the
maximum modularity, respectively. For non-exhaustively
known NCs formed by longer RNA sequences, a step-wise
procedure to find the community structure with maximum
modularity is not possible. Nonetheless, we outlined a
way to estimate the coarse-grained community structure
from a sample of genotypes. We found that observable
community divisions can already be caused by differences
in the constraints among the paired sites. To achieve
meaningful estimates, quite large sample sizes have to be
used to discover all or most of the realised letter combina-
tions at the constrained positions. For example, for a base
pair, there are three potential letter combinations within
a NC. This means that the number of potential letter
combinations just at the paired sites increases exponen-
tially with the number of base pairs in the phenotype and
so with sequence length. Using accelerated site scanning
sampling and additionally measuring the one-point muta-
tional neighbourhoods of random subsample genotypes
have proven to improve the estimates.
Our introduced methods improve the understanding of
the community structure of NCs. The community struc-
ture of NCs is likely to have an impact on evolutionary
processes as has been demonstrated for other topological
properties of NCs previously [18–20]. Here, we showed
that a RW (which is quite similar to an evolutionary pro-
cess) on a NC dominantly proceeds within rather than
between individual communities as the connections be-
tween communities can be seen as ‘bottlenecks’. This
implies that from all alternative phenotypes surrounding
a NC, which is sometimes referred to as the NC evolvabil-
ity, only those surrounding the community of the starting
genotype will likely to be reachable by evolution without
leaving the NC, if the NC exhibits a pronounced commu-
nity structure. In the future, more research should be
done on the impact of the NC community structure.
We applied the framework to the NCs of the GP map of
RNA secondary structure. However, the framework is not
GP map specific and can almost certainly be transferred
to many other GP maps. For other GP maps, the distri-
bution of the average number of neutral mutations per
site might be less bimodal than for RNA secondary struc-
ture for which paired sites are mostly constrained and
unpaired sites are mostly unconstrained. Nevertheless, a
similar approach to the one presented here, based on a
step-wise consideration of decreasing sequence constraint,
is likely to be successful in other GP maps, too.
Other GP maps this framework could be applied to
include those of the HP lattice model [33–35] or the Poly-
omino model [12, 16], which describe different levels of
protein structure. For the latter model, due to the more
symmetric mapping between genotypes and phenotypes
compared to RNA secondary structure, the community
structures might be even more symmetric or pronounced
than in RNA, as preliminary work by Greenbury has
shown [15]. A more ambitious aim would be to apply this
approach to more complex biological GP maps, such as
protein secondary structure and protein tertiary struc-
ture, which are so large that sampling approaches are
absolutely essential. Lastly, the approach could be ap-
plied to empirical GP maps like the one of transcription
factor binding sites [17]. For this GP map, the community
structure of genotype networks has been studied previ-
ously [17]. Using our sequence-based method might reveal
a relationship between the communities and dual modes
of binding specificity or other features of the interactions
between transcription factors and binding sites [17, 36].
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